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            Royal Oak Railing & Stair Ltd.

          
		                As we have entered the 21st century, interior stairs and railings continue to be a focal point in many new homes and home renovations. This means the design and quality of the product is very important to accent the interior of your home.

          Our stair design capabilities and procedures are well established. We utilize the latest computerized technologies to design and to manufacture our quailty stair products. In many instances, the stairs are pre-assembled and ready for installation on site, saving our builders time and money.
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              Railings

            
            
                Today, Royal Oak has state of the art computerized technology (including 3D computer aided design) that gives us a level of consistency not previously attainable which means “if you can dream it we can build it”. This technology not only allows us to “tailor make” each product specifically to your application but allows us to work within your budget.
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          Staircases

        
        As consumers tastes continue to evolve, interior stairs continue to be a focal point in many new homes and home renovations. Because of this, quality and selection of product is very important to accent the interior of any home. Royal Oak meets both the structural and aesthetic needs for a wide range of stair installations. All types of wood species are available, including Oak, Maple, Birch, Beech, Ash, Mahogany, Walnut, Jatoba, reclaimed Elm and Cherry to name a few. ‘Wall supported’ or ‘Freestanding’ curved staircases are available with an unlimited range of custom components, including custom handrail profiles and custom balusters.
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				Types Of Railings

			
	Wood RailingsMetal RailingsGlass Railings
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                  Wood

                
                Despite the abundance of materials on the market, the popularity of wood railings does not decline and this is easily explained – consumers always strive for the most natural and environmentally friendly options for their homes. Not to mention, they have a stylish appearance and attractive texture. Wooden railings immediately bring a sense of elegance and warmth into a space. In addition, they are characterized by their resistance to damage and can easily tolerate different types of negative external influences, when properly treated. These railings will always be in style and can significantly enhance the splendor of your interior or exterior.

The main advantages of wooden railings:

 	Safe and natural material

 	Durability and reliability

 	Attractive appearance

 	Serve for a rather long time, with proper treatment

 	Pleasant texture

 	Combine well with other materials

 	Large variety of wood types and price to fit everyone

We carry a wide array of wood types, including but not limited to ash, oak, maple, walnut and a range of rare species. Whatever your needs are, at Royal Oak Railing & Stair we will make sure that we will find the best option for you.
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                  Metal

                
                The staircase leading to an upper floor of a house or office may have a mundane, unremarkable appearance or be a real work of art. And in this case, a huge role is played by the railing. Therefore, it is not enough to determine the type and size of the steps, it is also necessary to choose the appropriate design of the railings.

Railings are necessary not only for safety; they also allow you to create a harmonious and holistic interior in the house. Unlike some other materials, metal has greater strength and durability. In addition, metal is a very malleable material with which you can create a stunning addition for the stairs. These types of railings are also very easy to manage and clean. Metal railings combine very well with wood, glass and other materials present in the interior such as marble, for example. Such railings are suitable for many interior styles from classic to modern loft and hi-tech.

We are specialized in designing and installing beautiful openwork railings that do not interfere with the passage of light. Our team takes real pride in the work that we do and we strive to create the best railing and staircase design for you.
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                  Glass

                
                Glass railings for staircases are now becoming more popular in residential homes. These simple, light and sophisticated options perfectly fit almost any interior style: from modern to traditional. Despite its simplicity, glass structures can have a rather diverse and interesting design.

It may seem that the glass railing is fragile; however, in fact, such designs are by no means less reliable than any other. With our designs you can confidently rely on glass options. They are excellently suited even for families with children or pets.

Even though the railing is very durable, visually it creates a feeling of openness. This design looks elegant and stylish. Glass railings give the room a sense of space, light and air. The obvious advantage of glass structures is the fact that its transparency does not interfere with the penetration of sunlight and creates the appearance of an open space.

If wooden or metal railings have the potential to make a small room visually cluttered, transparent railings allow you to expand the space. This is important, especially if the house is small in size and with insufficient lighting. However, glass railings can also suit spacious and bright areas. Contact us to today for more information.
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        Portfolio

      
      Design is often viewed as a more rigorous form of art, or art with a clearly defined purpose. The distinction is usually made when someone other than the artist is defining the purpose.
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					Types of staircases
Circular stairsOpen Concept StairsStraight StairsWinder Box Stairs
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                  Circular

                
                Circular staircases not only provide a convenient way to move between floors but also add a spectacular visual feature to your space. The area underneath the staircase can also be used for additional storage. This type of staircase is both practical and is an excellent decorative element that can emphasize the architectural style of any room. Due to its design features, a circular staircase makes a grand statement and vastly increases the look of an area, especially when located at the entrance. 

In addition, round staircases are suitable for buildings and premises of any type and purpose, both residential and commercial. At Royal Oak Railing & Stair, we custom tailor our designs for every client’s needs and wishes. Take a look at our gallery to see some examples of our work and please don’t hesitate to contact us if have any questions or to discuss design options. 
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                  Open Concept

                
                Modern architecture has long promoted visual openness, lightness and simplicity in the design of the interior. Open concept stairs correspond to these trends, and can be added both to a minimalist, modern or traditional design. These stairs consist only of treads, that is, the horizontal part, and the distance between them remains free. This creates an atmosphere of lightness, as if the staircase is floating in the air. These stairs are just as functional as any other types of stairs and are absolutely safe to use, in addition to being a beautiful decorative element. A big advantage of open concept stairs is that they won’t split the room into separate enclosed spaces, which is ideal for areas that are small or have limited light coming through.  
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                  Straight

                
                A straight staircase has many advantages and a multitude of design options nowadays that makes it not only functional but also visually striking. This model is the simplest in terms of construction and as a result typically costs much less to build, depending on the amount of detail. The versatility of this design allows it to be one of the most popular. It is suitable for residential houses and for public spaces.  Another obvious plus is the pragmatism of such stairs. In a straight design it is much easier to move around, as well as transport furniture and other goods. 

With the help of our team, a straight staircase will fit in beautifully into the design of your space. 
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                  Winder Box

                
                Winder Box stairs are appealing with their original form and design, as well as their compact size. In spaces where a circular staircase would not fit, a winder box staircase can be a great solution.  Such a staircase is perfect for a small room, for example, a cottage or as an auxiliary structure, which leads to the attic or basement. Having a space efficient design, winder stairs have become a popular choice in both compact and sustainable homes. 

At Royal Oak Railing & Stair we make sure that everything is made in accordance with the Building Code so that your comfort and safety is ensured.  To protect against falls and add to the overall visual effect, high quality railings with handrails are installed, which are available in a variety of materials.
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        Follow Us On Instagram

      
      Stay updated with our latest posts and behind-the-scenes moments by following us on Instagram.

    

	
    
		

	
    
		
    
        
            Original and Sophisticated
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            Vast Vertical Railing 
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            Cantilever Stairs
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            Multitudinous Waterfall Stairs
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				Additional Articles About Atairs And Railings
	Royal Oak Railing & Stair Featured in Award-Winning Contemporary Architecture And Design Magazine
February 10, 2023Do you have a laneway that is wasting away? Do you subscribe to the view that laneway houses are only for extra use, like home offices? Not anymore! Royal Oak Railing & Stair, a …

	Structural Freestanding 360 Degree Teak Stairs
January 29, 2023Structural Freestanding 360 Degree Teak Stairs are a unique and elegant addition to any home or commercial space. These stairs are made from high-quality teak wood, which is known for its durability, strength, and …

	Royal Oak Railing & Stair Featured in Ontario Home Builder
July 6, 2020Royal Oak Railing & Stair Ltd. has been featured in the Summer 2020 edition of Ontario HomeBuilder Magazine on pages 40-41. Page 40 features the design referred to as Crowd A’Peel. This is a …

	4 Types of Wood to Use in Your Staircase
November 20, 2019If you’re process of planning a wooden staircase renovation in your home, Royal Oak Railing & Stairs can help you with choosing the best material to suit your tastes, needs and budget. When choosing …
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              FAQ

            
          		              
              
                	Do you have a warranty?
	Do you have a Cancellation Policy/Fees?
	Do you have insurance?
	How long has Royal Oak Railing and Stairs been in business for?
	Do you have trusted references?
	Do you build stairs that address safety rather than just quality?


                
              
                                Yes, Royal Oak has a 2-year limited warranty on all products and labour. Remember that your warranty starts once you have made payment in full. To view our warranty, click here.

                                    If the Customer terminates or cancels this Agreement or Sales Order, the Customer shall be liable for all cost incurred by Royal Oak up to the day of receipt of the Customers...

                                    If you are a homeowner and/or a contractor in any type of field, you understand that there are certain risks that you undertake when performing the necessary work to accomplish...

                                    Royal Oak has been around for 30 plus years. The longer the company has been around should mean stability, reputation, reassuring your warranty and peace of mind.

                                    Yes, Royal Oak has many references. We have worked with many top Designers, Architects and Builders and would be happy to supply you with this information upon request.

                                    The best approach to minimizing the hazard of stairs is to encourage the building of well-designed stairways, combined with customer education.
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